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There are other side tools required to work with PVManage software,
which are gathered on Tools page. Results of using these tools are at
times transferable to the software’s data bank and at others to the
respective fields, which will be explained where appropriate.

Fig. 20-1 – (Side Tools Menu)

 Ladder & Platform
Ladder & Platform tools serve as the most important tools on this
page. Using these tools, you can estimate the required materials for
Ladder & Platform by entering the least data and, if willing, transfer
them to the software’s data bank. Keep in mind that you are equipped
with separate tools for Ladder & Platform on Nesting page, and you
will be able to prepare cutting plans for these materials
independently. Although required materials for Ladder & Platform are
generally classified in Profile group, they are categorized
autonomously on Nesting page, due to the fact that constructing such
accessories are managed and pursued independently from pressured
equipment.
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 Ladder

Receiving brief data from your required Ladder, this tool estimates its
pieces and materials based on a suggested sample (which can be used
in all the projects). Saving these pieces is an easy task, if you are
willing to do so. Exerting a little amount of change in your intended
Ladder’s pieces in comparison to your estimated pieces is easy to
conduct, if required.
Clicking on Ladder icon, a respective menu as the figure below will be
provided to you.

Fig. 20-2 – (Ladder Data Insertion Menu)

Enter Ladder’s dimensional data in the related fields, first. You will be
able to change the Sider Bar’s variety, and enter the Ladder’s (L) total
length as well as the length for its staircase in this menu, only.
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Constitutive materials will be included based on what has been shown
in the figure.
Example: Ladder’s Rungs of round bar profile with 20-millimeter
diameters and Ladder Cage’s pieces of flat bar with 6-millimeter
thicknesses will be included.

Fig. 20-3 – (Ladder Components in Specified Dimensions)

Clicking on Calculate option, this Ladder’s entire constitutive pieces
will be shown in Grid area.
In addition to the constitutive pieces, all Ladder’s weights as well as
the entire Ladders will be calculated (if the required amount
outnumbers one).
Besides dimensional features, each piece’s weight can be viewed in
Grid area.
If you intend to register these pieces as an equipment’s components
in the software, first select the name of the desired equipment from
the drop down list and then click on Assign to This Item option.
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 Circular Side (Platform)

Receiving dimensional data on a given Platform, this tool estimates its
pieces and materials based on a suggested sample. Saving these
pieces is an easy task, if you are willing to do so.

Fig. 20-4 – (Platform Components in Specified Dimensions)
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 Circular Top (Platform)

Receiving dimensional data on a given Platform, this tool estimates its
pieces and materials based on a suggested sample. Saving these
pieces is an easy task, if you are willing to do so.

Fig. 20-5 – (Platform Components in Specified Dimensions)
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 Rectangular (Platform)

Receiving dimensional data on a given Platform, this tool estimates its
pieces and materials based on a suggested sample. Saving these
pieces is an easy task, if you are willing to do so.

Fig. 20-6 – (Platform Components in Specified Dimensions)
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 All Data

By the aid of this tool, a list of all the items related to Ladder &
Platform that are assigned to your intended project will be provided
to you. In addition to capacities such as classification, organization,…
which are elaborated on other forms, you can transfer each record’s
data and edit them, if necessary, by double clicking on them.

Fig. 20-7 – (Components of All the Project’s Ladder & Platforms)

Remember that by clicking on L & P option on Nesting page, pieces
existing in this table will be transferred to the Nesting software as
primary data.
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Fig. 20-8 – (Additional Tools Menu)

 Additional Features
Besides calculator (which is one of the most useful ordinary tools in
computer science), Converter tool will furnish you with a special
calculator with regard to unit conversion.
 Converter

Fig. 20-9 – (Unit Converter Tool)
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 Tile Arrangement

Tile Arrangement tool is in fact that by which we arrange constitutive
plates of each Shell’s course. The difference lie in the fact that this tool
will tile-arrange each rectangular plate with plates defined as
standard.

Fig. 20-10 – (Title Arrangement Tool)

If you divide one plate piece into smaller pieces using this tool, you
will be able to attribute the evaluated pieces to one item by clicking
on Assign to This Item option. In that case, these pieces will be added
to Extra Part as Plate page. Optimize option turns our intended plate
to smaller pieces adhering to the least required welds.
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 Standards

You may have need of useful standards and tables when working with
PVManage software. Some of the most functional of these are
gathered in Standards tool. By selecting Fitting Map, for instance, the
entire dimensional data for standard Fittings will be indicated as the
following figure.

Fig. 20-11 – (Example of Standard Tables)

You will have the following options in this tool:
ASME B.16.5
ASME B.16.47A
API-605
Fitting Map
Gasket Standard
LWN Flange
Stahl
Profiles
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ASMEB.16.47B
Pipe Schedule
Rating Map
Stud Bolt & Nut

 Cone Calculator

Preparation of development for any part as a cone such as Skirt or
Kettele Reducer is one of the most applicable activity in field of
pressure vessel fabrication with more complecated calculation.
PVMnage is equipped with three powerful and unique tools for this
kind of calculations. If you select “Single” from drop down list, you will
find related menu as the following:

Fig. 20-12 – (Providing Cone Development as a Single Part)

By entering related data and click on Calculate botton, developed
drawing to be provide if it’s possible to made from a one piece of plate
(e.g. Stock Dimensions). You can consider this developed data for any
items by clicking on “Assign To This Item”
If there is no any solution for the said request, we should select
“Multiple” choice and refer to the following menu:
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Fig. 20-13 – (Providing Cone Development Multiple Parts)

By changing the Number of Sectors you can check the best solution
based on Stock dimensions.
Also by select the ‘Develop” from drop down list, you can calculate
the segments dimensions of a cone frustum with the global data.

Fig. 20-14 – (Providing Cone Development Segments)
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 Data Entering from Excel Template

Excel tool is one of the beneficial tools that can be viewed on all data
insertion pages. Clicking on it, you will be able to receive the file
related to uploading that very page’s data via excel, or transfer data
from excel to PVManage by the use of that very file in which you have
already entered your data. Note that transferring data as excel file is
merely possible through the software’s own templates which will be
provided to you.

Fig. 20-15 – (Options for Data Transferring through Excel)

Save the respective file on its intended path using Download Template
File, first. Then, open it in Excel area, enter, and save your data.
Whenever you plan to transfer data from Excel to PVManage
software, select Upload Data from File option and specify the
intended Template File’s path for the software.
Be aware that when receiving Template file, the latest data you have
entered into the software up to that moment, and that you require to
transfer data (such as the item number or materials that you have
added to the software library along with the existing ones) will be
uploaded into the software. It is thus recommended that you
download the Template file, first, before starting to transfer new data.
 FAQ

Sections of the software which require illustrative instructions for
better comprehension are gathered as films in FAQ.
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 User Manual

You can get access to the software manual in both English and Persian by
Help option. This manual has clarified all the software’s options in an
organized and revised manner. You can use Contact Us option in case you
encounter a question.
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